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We wish to extend our support to our members, colleagues
and friends affected by the current COVID-19 situation.

Stay safe and we wish you all the very best.
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Board Report — April 2020
Dear valued Members and Friends
When our last edition was published, the nation was engulfed in bushfires. Then came the rains that
helped relieve some drought-stricken communities. Now COVID-19 presents a situation for which
forward risk planning was almost impossible.
Like everyone, it’s been a challenging period for HAASA with multiple events such as our biennial
conference having to be postponed and a multiplicity of issues for the Board to consider.
What has been reinforced during this period is the esteem in which our industry is held as essential
services within the Allied Health field. It’s been great to have the opportunity to have a voice on your
behalf during the many forums conducted during the COVID-19 crisis, including raising issues directly
with Australia’s key health decision makers that were ultimately resolved and communicated to the
sector. It has been truly incredible what has been achieved by groups in the Allied Health fields working
together to achieve outcomes in days that would usually take months or years.
Prior to the current COVID-19 situation, Director Thomas Dahmen represented HAASA’s members at
various National Disability Insurance Scheme meetings and events, including the workshop on Hearing
Services and Supports in Canberra. See his report later in this publication.

HAASA is a member of Allied Health Professions Australia (AHPA) which has helped keep us at the forefront of recent issues.

In addition, Marcel Timmers represented HAASA at Allied Health Professions Australia’s forum in
February (above) which covered a range of issues affecting Allied Health and flowed into the following
day’s meeting with Greg Hunt, MP.
We wish you all the very best in the upcoming period. Do get in touch if we can support you in any way.
The Board of HAASA
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Hearing Services Program News
The latest update on the Program’s Transitional
period and transition to MyGovID
Hearing Services Program – Service requirement changes
The Hearing Services program would like to remind providers and practitioners of the changes to the HSP
following introduction of new program legislation and a new service provider contract on 1 October 2019.
The changes to HSP requirements are being introduced over two time periods.
From 1 October 2019
The Medical Certificate noting contraindications to fitting is no longer
required. Clients must be referred for medical intervention when
appropriate.
Clients must have a current (up-to-date) voucher before they can receive
any service. Clients can no longer receive services on an expired voucher,
even if the service had not been claimed against the previous voucher.
Minor maintenance services can no longer be provided.
Audiological case management services can only be claimed by an audiologist who has assisted an
audiometrist complete their assessment of a non-routine client.
From 1 April 2020
Subcontracting clinical services is not allowed (except for locum QP services, audiological case
management services and Rehab Plus services).
Devices must be purchased directly from an appointed supplier.
Device quotes are required for all device fittings (ie. for both fully and partially subsidised device fittings,
efittings, replacements, spare aids & ALDs). A fully subsidised device quote is also required if fitting a
partially subsidised device, as evidence that the client was offered fully subsidised devices suitable for their
needs.
The new claim form is compulsory.
Client signatures are no longer required on claim forms.
Clients must sign a Maintenance Agreement form, which is separate to the maintenance claim for payment
form.
The new Device Supply Arrangements Disclosure requirements apply.

New private service delivery policies apply.
Increased insurance levels apply.
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Program supports (factsheets, forms, templates, Frequently Asked Questions webpages, the Transition
Guide and hearing@health.gov.au) are available to assist transition to the new program requirements.
The Department of Health is working to ensure these supports are helpful and consistent with the new
changes.
All project updates, changes, or delays will be communicated via Contracted Service Provider Notices
(CSPNs) which can be read at www.hearingservices.gov.au.
Hearing Services Online (HSO) – AUSkey to myGovID transition
As you may be aware, the current platform in use for secure access to HSO – AUSkey – is being
decommissioned by the ATO.
The replacement platform for AUSkey - myGovID – can be used for all government transactions.
Key Facts
•

myGovID is a new way to prove your identity online, and Relationship Authorisation Manager (RAM)
allows you to link your myGovID to an ABN and manage who can act online for your business.

•

myGovID and Relationship Authorisation Manager (RAM) will soon be available for Health services.

•

You can continue using your existing AUSkey to access health services until the end of March 2020.
In the meantime, be sure to keep your ABN details up-to-date to ensure a smooth transition.
If you are an AUSkey administrator, check if other nominated individuals within your organisation
are current and remove any accounts no longer required.

Key Dates
Today!
19 February 2020
31 March 2020

You can get set up on myGovID right now
myGovID will be available for use to access HSO portal
AUSkey will be decommissioned by the ATO.

For more detail on myGovID please visit https://www.mygovid.gov.au/.
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Updates
Contracted service providers are advised to stay up-to-date on COVID-19 at www.health.gov.au
Information on the Australian Government’s assistance packages can be found at:
https://www.business.gov.au/Risk-management/Emergency-management/Coronavirus-information-andsupport-for-business
https://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/businesses
www.pm.gov.au/media/supporting-australian-workers-and-business
https://www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/subjects/affected-coronavirus-covid-19

Additionally, state and territory governments are providing separate assistance; you may wish to seek
advice on their packages in your own jurisdiction.
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NDIS
As the HAASA NDIS representative, I attended a two day NDIS workshop
held in Canberra organized by the NDIA and NDIS Commission. There
were attendees representing a broad section of our sector, ranging from
deaf people to policy makers and industry bodies like ours.
Welcome context and expectation setting
The preamble was presented to the group. The aim of the workshop was to come together to evaluate what
problems may exist and how to identify solutions before the planned changes set for 1 July.
Day 1 was aimed at looking to support consumers; Day 2 was aimed at provider issues.
The assembled group was regularly split into smaller groups as per a workshop format.
Participants included representatives from:
•
•
•
•

Deaf and hearing-impaired advocacy groups
NDIS and NDIA
HSP
Industry professional bodies

An explanation of what was hoped to achieve was summarized and then discussed in respect of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measuring outcomes as underpinning quality outcomes
Indigenous representation
Safeguards of system for participants and other stakeholders in need development and
implementation
The current approach aiming to push new consumers through Hearing Australia – this point was
challenged immediately and counter-balanced by choice of provider
Potential setup of a Children’s National Database
New NDIS participant services that are planned from 1 July for improved client access

We were told often that there are no changes to the Hearing Services Program planned and that Department
of Social Services guidelines on outcomes are being used as a template.
DSS policies dictate an approach that is:
•
•
•
•

Person-centered
Outcomes focused
Systems orientated
Evidence informed

Whilst many of the supportive contributions
came from one Government agency or another,
this author felt that there were almost as many
reservations forwarded by the “consumers”.
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NDIS Cont’d
The organizers often reminded the groups that they were seeking a collective view from a 3-group
perspective, that is:

Government
Consumers

Departments

Service Providers &
Technical Experts

There was quite an interesting presentation by the organizers interspersed with sometimes very passionate
questions from the assembled groups.
Topics like why indigenous representation was not immediately obvious in these discussions and what that
might mean. They flagged that there needed to be robust safeguards for the system, not just for participants
but other stakeholders.
Hearing Australia representatives were clearly proactive in aiming to funnel as many of these “new
consumers” through Hearing Australia as possible. This was justified by statements about Hearing Australia
having a history of good governance and past responsibilities in these areas. A challenge to the monopoly on
the 0-6 year old cohort was very strong and made on the basis that there should be more focus on “choice of
provider”.
There were many concerns raised by a majority of the participants, especially the representatives of the deaf
community, that the timing of the implementation on 1 July was being forced ahead, “ready or not” and that
there didn’t appear to be any “plan B” or other contingency in place. There seemed to be reasonable support
by participants that delaying the implementation to 1 July 2021 would give another 12 months to resolve the
currently identified issues including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing barriers to access to the system
Provider Accreditation issues
Choice and control and options for consumers
Development of outcomes measurements
Modification of CPED requirements to appropriately prepare clinicians for the changes
Ensuring fair and appropriate access for all stakeholders
The role of Auslan being better considered for both affected people and providers
Maintaining “World’s best practice” regarding data management especially for 0-6 year old children
Identifying how to maintain and manage ongoing support mechanisms for consumers
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NDIS Cont’d
Tense discussion followed on about what would happen if these issues were not dealt with by 1 July. There
seemed to be a general agreement that there needs to be an action plan and/or further clarity on what
decisions will be made in this scenario.
Chris Carlisle spoke on the HSP perspective:
•
•
•

•
•

HSP is not changing
Service offerings under HSP are also not changing
Discussed Community Service Obligations (CSO) and how NDIS and CSO clients are likely to be the same
group (34-35 000 are likely to be eligible, of that about 21,000 have already become part of the NDIS estimated to be 25,000 by 1 July 2020)
800,000 have vouchers – of those there are about 10,000 who are voucher clients that are eligible for
NDIS. So far approximately 50% have already signed up for NDIS.
Hearing Australia is being put forward and promoted as the main provider, especially until 1 July 2020

(Data provided by HSP)
Different groups represented that there is a lack of information given to planners etc about how the process is
changing. The data was collected by the Department. The question of who collects this data after 1 July 2020
was still “a grey area”. An interesting development is that CSO might be reviewed, but no further details
offered.
We regularly split into seven random groups and engaged in some very interesting workshop activities. For
example, in one of the workshops we were asked to create a persona of a client and the issues that they might
face. Each group came back with remarkably different versions of a client all with different issues. This focus
group activity in my mind seemed to highlight and increase the number of the issues rather than provide
resolutions for participants, however the complexities of the coming changes were being flushed out.
NDIA – is responsible for overall program management of the NDIS program.
Not a service offer, but access is tested by NDIS eligibility.
NDIA assesses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evidence of hearing loss
How it impacts on every-day life
Evidence of disability must also be established
Further evidence to support a decision
Same deal for multiple disabilities
Functional assessments – disability and then the effect of the disability

Discussions then centered around transferring from NDIS to HSP and vice versa. Pros and cons were difficult to
establish between the two programs and how it will all work is still not quite clear. Some of the discussion was
around the likelihood of people being compelled between the two programs and towards certain providers (I
assumed this was directed at Hearing Australia - non Hearing Australia people said it was likely, Hearing
Australia people expressed that it was unlikely).
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NDIS Cont’d

Discussion about whether NDIS will be covering the costs for loan devices etc. ensued, apparently there is
some action on this issue happening in the background but hasn’t been published yet.
Importantly NDIA representatives responded by explaining that they don’t set standards for providers. They
are looking to us to provide an insight as to what is required.
The NDIS Commission’s Deputy Registrar gave a very interesting and well-presented history of the
Commission. Designed around quality and safeguards frameworks, the Commission sees itself as the
regulator of the NDIS system, with its key roles as being in the:
•
•
•

Developmental domain – building capacity and information to clients
Preventative domain – preventing harm
Corrective domain – enforcement etc

There was a breakdown of the Registration process. There is a thought in the NDIA that there are no industry
standards in place. That said they seem confident that as the NDIS Commission matures, there will be better
datasets to work with which will be fed back into the processes to improve them.
In summary, it was a tough two day event, and despite the huge collection of interests, sometimes in direct
opposition to each other, all participants brought something of value to the meeting. This is a substantial
program that has many complexities, some of which we still must navigate over time. Any member that is
seeking information or would like to make contributions, please send your query to haasa@haasa.org.au.
Thomas Dahmen
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Website

Feedback on our new website has been very
positive! Check it out if you have not recently
visited at www.haasa.org.au.
We are building the members-only section
right now. Any suggestions for content in this
area will be warmly welcomed.

Please email Sheridan Honey at:
haasa@haasa.org.au

Did you know?
You can advertise directly to HAASA members via our
database? Economical rates apply!
Call Sheridan 0401 517 952 or
haasa@haasa.org.au

Due to the issues surrounding
COVID-19,
HAASA’s regular events such
as CPED, exams and
our biennial conference have
been put on hold.
We’ll be back in action when
Department of Health
Advice indicates it’s safe to do so!
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Bluetooth Hearing Aids

Hearing aids with Bluetooth technology help
you stay connected to iOS and Android phones,
televisions, tablets and other favorite audio
devices.

Hearing aids of the past often limited the wearer’s access to many personal audio devices such as mobile
phones and music players. For example, to use a music player while jogging, you would have had to remove
your hearing aids to accommodate a pair of earbuds. However, today’s sophisticated wireless hearing aids,
such as the OpnTM from Oticon, use Bluetooth technology to make it possible to connect with personal
electronic devices and stream signals directly to hearing aids.
Bluetooth and hearing aids

Developed through a collaboration of leading technology firms, Bluetooth is a wireless communication
platform that allows for the transfer of data between two or more electronic devices. The technology uses
radio waves set to a high frequency to transmit data without interference or security risks. A wide variety of
products incorporating Bluetooth connectivity have been developed, including mobile phones, music players,
computers, tablets and televisions.
Apple has patented specific Bluetooth connectivity with hearing aids so that certain hearing aids can
communicate directly with the iOS platform that runs iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch devices. This technology is
designed to allow the devices direct connection without extreme stress on battery power. Most hearing aid
manufacturers have released hearing aids that implement this Bluetooth technology, marketed as Made for
iPhone™. Visit Apple's website for a current listing of specific hearing aids that are compatible with the iOS
platform. Google is currently developing a hearing aid compatibility standard for the Android platform.
What if my hearing aids aren't Made For iPhoneTM?
If your hearing aid doesn't include a feature for direct streaming from your smartphone to your hearing aids,
don't worry. Manufacturers of wireless hearing aids long ago created a clever solution for accessing this
prevalent wireless standard. Wireless hearing aids can use compatible assistive listening devices, often
called streamers, to provide a communication link between the wireless technology in the hearing aids and
any Bluetooth-enabled device.
The wireless hearing aids can be paired with the streamer, and then the streamer can be paired with external
devices. When it’s all set up, the streamer will pick up the Bluetooth signal from your phone, for example, and
send it to your hearing aid via an FM signal or electromagnetic field, depending on the manufacturer’s design.
Usually, the streamer is worn around the neck or placed in a pocket for hands-free operation.
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What are the benefits of streaming via Bluetooth?
Whether you direct stream to your iPhone or you use an additional device to access your mobile phone or
music player, a streamer provides many opportunities that were previously unavailable.
Personalized listening experience
The audio signal can usually be set to stream to one or both hearing aids and the streamed signal can be
amplified and shaped to match the hearing aid’s personalized settings. The volume of the stream may be
controlled by the streamer or the hearing aids, depending on the manufacturer’s design. For music,
your hearing aids can become a set of wireless earbuds. For an iOS or Android phone, you may want to
stream the signal to just one hearing aid so as to keep the other one for other sounds in the room. This
hands-free solution sure beats trying to position the mobile phone receiver close to the hearing aid
microphone!
Multiple connections
Multiple devices can usually be paired to one streamer, so you can easily switch between different devices.
For example, you can be connected to your mobile
phone while you’re streaming a movie from your tablet.
The streamer is able to interrupt or pause the audio
from your tablet in order to bring you the audio signal
from an incoming phone call.

Remote control of your hearing aids
Commonly, there are also capabilities for remotely
changing the volume or program from the streamer.
This is especially useful if your hearing aids are too
small to accommodate external controls.
Standard protocol
Last but not least, Bluetooth is an electronics industry standard protocol. It’s not unique to a particular
hearing aid or hearing aid manufacturer, so there is uniformity in the way that it works across all devices.
The platform has been tested and refined already, as it’s been in use for many years in the mobile phone
industry. As stated above, the Bluetooth connection is secure and there’s no interference.
Bluetooth is today's cutting edge technology
Bluetooth technology in hearing aids has greatly elevated the hearing aid wearing experience and enable
hearing aids to double as highly-personalized, custom audio devices. It’s an example of using today’s
wireless hearing aid technology in a smart way that truly provides convenience for hearing aid wearers.
To use your hearing aids to stay connected to your network of friends and family and all of your latest
audio devices, talk to your hearing care professional about wireless hearing aids, Bluetooth streaming and
Made for iPhone™ hearing aids. Want to upgrade?
Mandy Mroz, AuD, President, Healthy Hearing
Reprinted with permission. Copyright Healthy Hearing (www.healthyhearing.com).” Original article: https://
www.healthyhearing.com/help/hearing-aids/bluetooth
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Boost your Biz!

The next few months certainly represent some
challenges in our industry. Why not use some down time
to review your business?
Apart from giving you a positive focus, streamlining your business will allow you to ramp up more quickly after
current constraints have passed. Make sure you involve your team; they will have unique perspectives on
your business and ideas you’ve never considered. Bringing them onboard with the process will result in
broader solutions and increased ownership and cooperation.

Let’s help with some ideas:
Business Plan
Roll out the old SWOT analysis – identify your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
How can you capitalise on your strengths? How can you strengthen your weaknesses or diffuse them?
Where will the upcoming opportunities be? What could threaten your plans?
Financials
•

Revenue – devise a plan to increase revenue. How can you increase the number of clients? Do you have
a referral program?

•

Profit – increased revenue is great, but sales increases are not necessarily equivalent to more profit. In
what respects is your business inefficient? Look at the mix of services you provide. What is profitable?
How can you get more of this type of business?
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•

Costs – increased turnover is pointless if costs are also going up. Sit down with your profit and
loss statement and look at each expense category. How has it been since you’ve reviewed your
supplier arrangements? Have you negotiated with your bank for better merchant rates? Who
else can you negotiate with? A tiny change in several key business costs can result in a huge
financial impact.

•

Business incentives – what Government incentives can you claim (State and Federal)?

•

Outstanding claims – ensure your systems are upgraded to ensure that clients return for
appointments, so you can claim for all services provided.

•

Accounts receivable – review your systems to ensure all outstanding private client invoices are
monitored and collected promptly. Look at employing various methods of payment to give
clients options.

People
Your people are key in this industry. Do they have the skills and knowledge they need to operate at
maximum efficiency? Are they in the right roles? Are team members spending their time value adding
to the business? Do they manage their time well? Do they build rapport in the most effective way
possible? Do you have high staff turnover? Why?
Clients
Analyse your competitive edge. What are the needs of your clients? Why do clients come to you?
What can you do to decrease barriers to entry? What can you do to decrease barriers to exit? What
value are you adding? What value could you be adding? How are you going to communicate this
value?
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Boost your Biz! Cont’d

Marketing

The current COVID-19 situation shows just how much we are transitioning to an online environment. Of
course, personal service is critical in our industry, but how can we use online content to increase
exposure, attract clients and streamline operations? Have you thought about developing the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brochures or fact sheets of commonly raised issues so you staff can stop reinventing the wheel?
Online videos so online visitors can view your operation and make a personal connection to your brand?
Case studies to highlight your expertise and give clients insight into what to expect when they visit your
clinic?
Podcasts which can bring a personal element to your marketing mix?
Newsletters to keep clients up to date on the latest health news, events or services at your clinic?
Updated website content to provide value to encourage repeat visitors and keep you front of mind?

Don’t forget the person who attended your clinic for treatment may not be the same person who researched
your services!
Technology
Review your technology. Does it streamline your operation or slow it down? Are you duplicating effort?
What can be done to reduce costs in this area?
Perhaps this list seems overwhelming. That’s OK. Just pick a couple of big ticket items and work on those for
now. Anything you do to improve your business will help. Then once you’re on a roll, tackle the next
priorities. Allocate your team members some topics and get them brainstorming!
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Ear Wax Color Chart: What to Know
Earwax, or cerumen, is a natural substance that the
ears produce to help protect the ear canal
and eardrum.
Earwax plays essential roles in ear health. It helps remove debris from the ear canal, prevents foreign bodies
and particles from penetrating deep into the ear, and it even helps protect against germs.
The ears are also relatively self-regulating. Thanks to the motion of talking and chewing, as well as the shape
of the ear itself, earwax naturally moves up and out of the ear.
Old earwax eventually moves out of the ear canal and falls out naturally, taking any debris and dead skin cells
along with it.
In this article, learn what different colors and textures of earwax indicate, as well as how to safely clean out
the ear.
Earwax Colors
Earwax can be a variety of colors,
including:
•

off white

•

yellow

•

bright orange

•

dark orange

•

brown

•

Black

Earwax is most often amber orange to light brown, wet, and sticky. For some people, it is drier and lighter in
color, closer to off white or yellow.
In general, the color has a bit to do with the age of the earwax. Newer earwax tends to be lighter in color, and
it darkens as it ages and picks up more debris.
The color, texture, and amount of earwax vary naturally from person to person. For most people who

produce a regular amount of earwax, the ears can easily remove the wax on their own. This happens at
varying speeds, often leading to different textures of earwax.remove the wax, the ear canal may become fully
blocked, which could impair hearing and increase the risk of infection.
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Infections and injuries can cause discharge from the ear that may be:
•

runny

•

foul smelling

•

bloody

•

green

Earwax textures
The texture of earwax changes as the wax ages. Also, genetics and a person’s age may play roles.
An older study, from 2006, has linked people of East Asian descent to earwax that is typically dry
and flaky.
Also, children tend to have softer earwax that is lighter in color, while adults tend to have darker,
harder earwax.

When to see a doctor
While varying shades and textures of earwax can come from healthy ears, there are still some
instances in which a person should see a doctor.
Anyone experiencing discharge from the ear that is not earwax should consult a doctor, as this
could be a sign of an ear infection.
Also, see a doctor if there is blood in earwax. Additionally, anyone who is prone to buildups of
earwax should consult a doctor at the first sign of a blockage, such as muffled hearing.
Some people are more likely to produce an excess of earwax, including people who:

•

have very high-stress lifestyles

•

have chronic ear infections

•

are older

•

have a lot of hair in their ears

•

have a deformation in their ear canals

These people have a risk of blockages and buildups of earwax. If they experience any symptoms,
such as muffled hearing, they should see their doctors to discuss how to safely eliminate the wax
from their ears.
This extract was reproduced with the permission of Medical News Today.
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future publications.
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Editor or the Executive/Directors of HAASA Ltd.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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